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ABSTRACT

1

The most researched behavioral biometrics for mobile device authentication involves the use of touch gestures as the user enters a
graphical pattern password (like the one used on Android) or otherwise interacts with the device. However, due to the inherent static
nature of these schemes, they are vulnerable to impersonation attacks. In this paper, we investigate challenge-response mechanisms
to address this security vulnerability underlying the traditional
static biometric schemes. We study the performance, security, and
usability of two schemes of such challenge-response interactive
biometric authentication geared for mobile devices and contrast
them to static graphical pattern based biometrics. The first scheme
is based on random graphical patterns. The second scheme, recently introduced for PC class of devices (not mobile), is based on a
simple cognitive game involving semantic interactive random challenges. Our results show that the accuracy of user identification
with these approaches is similar to static pattern based biometric
scheme. Finally, we argue that utilizing interactivity and randomization significantly enhance the security against impersonation
attacks. As an independent result, our work demonstrates that the
use of motion sensors available on mobile device serves to improve
the identification accuracy of schemes that only use touch-based
gestures (static and interactive).

Traditional user authentication suffers from various welldocumented usability and security issues. These issues are more
severe on mobile devices due to their small screen size. In particular,
passwords and graphical patterns (e.g., Android login patterns) are
prone to dictionary guessing automated attacks, shoulder surfing
attacks and smudge attacks [6, 31, 34, 38]. Other physical biometrics, such as fingerprint and face recognition are also susceptible to
spoofing and impersonation attacks [20].
Behavioral biometrics have been studied extensively over the
last decade aiming to solve the problems associated with traditional
user authentication methods. Such biometric schemes can be used
as a stand alone way for authenticating the user [14, 18, 19, 23] or to
be added to another authentication scheme [15, 33] so as to provide
a second layer of security. However, more research is still needed to
enhance the security and usability of behavioral biometrics. This is
because all of the proposed schemes suffer from high rejection rate
of legitimate users (and hence low usability), high acceptance rate
of other users (and hence low security against zero-effort attacks)
and susceptible to impersonation attacks. Many impersonation
attacks have been explored that compromise the security provided
by behavioral biometrics. These include training humans to mimic
victims [37], and building robots [32] and malware programs [28]
to mimic a victim via external observation or internally through a
compromised device, respectively. These attacks have been shown
to bypass the security provided by the behavioral biometric schemes
with up to 100% accuracy.
The above security vulnerabilities of existing behavioral biometric schemes stem from their inherent static nature. In this paper,
aiming to enhance the security of these schemes against impersonation attacks, we investigate the use of interactive biometrics,
taking the form of challenge-response authentication. The motivation of such challenge-response interactive behavioral biometrics
is to prevent attacks that try to record the user interaction with the
authentication construct and replay it later to impersonate the user
as in the case of static biometric schemes.
Specifically, we study two schemes of such challenge-response
behavioral biometric authentication on mobile devices. These
schemes can be utilized to authenticate the user, e.g., to the device, to an app or to a remote web-site. The first challenge-response
biometrics we study, called CR-Pattern (Figure 1b), is based on graphical patterns (akin to Android pattern based login). However, rather
than asking the user to enter her static pattern, we display a random
challenge (pattern) and ask the user to re-enter it. This pattern is
not used as a password (unlike the case of Android) but rather to
extract biometric features. The second interactive biometrics we
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study, called Gametrics (Figure 1c), is based on simple semantic
matching challenges. We present such challenges as simple drag
and drop games, where the user has to drag randomly moving
objects to their corresponding target objects, where the moving
objects and the target objects are semantically related. Such type
of challenges allows us to identify the user based on her unique
cognitive abilities, e.g., the time taken to complete the challenge,
in addition to other features captured by the touch behavior. Biometrics based on semantic challenges has been previously explored
in [27] and shown to be effective on the PC class of devices. In this
work, we design and evaluate its effectiveness in the context of
mobile devices, not studied before.
As a baseline for our study, we further study a method called
S-Pattern biometrics (proposed in [15] – Figure 1a), in which we
try to authenticate the users based on the way they enter the static
graphical pattern on mobile devices. This scheme is representative
of static behavioral biometrics, but is vulnerable to multiple attacks
in the literature that mainly record the user interaction with authentication construct or learn the user biometrics from her template
and then try to reproduce the user biometrics automatically, e.g.,
malware or robot, or by expert human attacker [28, 32, 37]. In our
study, we compare CR-Pattern and Gametrics with S-Pattern and
study the feasibility of the former two approaches in enhancing the
security of S-Pattern.

measured by the user experience survey and provide higher level
of security against various types of impersonation attacks. On the
negative side, the challenge-response schemes require longer time
for authentication. This suggests that selection of the biometric
scheme can be dependent on the application. For example, for the
applications in which login speed is vital and security demands are
not that high (e.g., in phone locking application since this already
requires the attacker to have physical possession of the phone),
S-Pattern is better-suited. On the other hand, for the applications
with larger time budget and higher security demands, like web
authentication, banking apps, CR-Pattern or Gametrics can be used.
The multiple levels of interaction in Gametrics provide extra level of
security compared to CR-Pattern and therefore could be chosen for
high-security scenarios such as financial applications. The results
of our study show that utilizing the motion and position sensors
on mobile devices enhances the classification accuracy both in
reducing the rate of rejecting legitimate user and reducing the
rate of accepting zero-effort attacker, shoulder-surfing attacker and
other forms of impersonation attackers. In this light, we recommend
the sensor recordings be always included as classification features.
Paper Outline: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we lay out the evaluation criteria and the threat model.
In Section 3, we describe the design and implementation of the
three behavioral biometric schemes. In Section 4, we elaborate on
our data collection methodology and procedures. Then in Section
5, we describe our feature extraction methods and our classification models. In Section 6, we provide the classification results in
benign setting and against zero-effort attackers. Then in Section
7, we present the usability of the three studied-schemes in terms
of completion time and user experience. In Section 8, we evaluate
the three biometric schemes against active attacks. In Section 9, we
discuss further aspects of our work and provide future research directions. In Section 10, we provide an overview of prior behavioral
biometric systems. Finally, in Section 11, we conclude our work.

Our Contributions: In this paper, we study challenge-response
behavioral mobile authentication. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized below:
(1) Design and Implementation of Three Behavioral Biometrics
Schemes: As part of our study, we design and implement three
Android applications that we utilized to record the user interactions corresponding to the three methods, S-Pattern, CRPattern and Gametrics captured by touch, motion and position
sensors (e.g., accelerometer and gyroscope). Then, we extract
several features from each challenge solving instance and apply
machine learning techniques to identify the users.
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(2) Evaluation of the Three Schemes under Benign Settings and ZeroEffort Attacks: We collected data from multiple users in a lab setting and we show that we can identify the legitimate users and
the zero-effort attackers with high accuracy using all schemes
(F-measure of up to 89% for S-Pattern, 86% for CR-Pattern and
83% for Gametrics). As an independent result, we further show
that utilizing the motion and the position sensors improve the
classification accuracy of the three studied biometric schemes
(F-measure of up to 100% for the three schemes). Prior schemes
[15, 27] have not studied the use of such sensors. We also assess
the usability of the three schemes and find that all three offer
an acceptable level of user experience.

EVALUATION CRITERIA AND THREAT
MODEL

The goal of any behavioral authentication scheme is to authenticate
the user efficiently with high accuracy while preventing different
kinds of impersonation attacks as much as possible. To this end, in
our study, we set out to analyze the three behavioral authentication
schemes (i.e., S-Pattern, CR-Pattern, and Gametrics) and compare
them in terms of authentication accuracy and susceptibility to
the impersonation attacks. In particular, we evaluate the three
authentication schemes with respect to the criteria described below.
(1) Usability
(a) Accuracy of user identification. The authentication system
should identify the legitimate user with high accuracy and
with minimal false alarm.
(b) User experience and perception. The authentication system
should have minimal user-effort in its authentication process.
(c) Time taken to identify the user. Time taken by the authentication system to identify the user should be reasonably
low.
(2) Security against the following types of deliberate impersonation attacks.

(3) Evaluation of the Three Schemes under Active Attacks: We show
that challenge-response schemes are more resilient to active
impersonation attacks compared to existing static biometric
schemes. Moreover, we argue that the multiple round of interactions and the semantic challenge embedded in Gametrics enhance the security of Gametrics compared to CR-Pattern.
Results Summary: The paper shows that the challenge-response
schemes offer similar level of usability to traditional pattern unlock
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Table 1: Sensors utilized for our study.
Sensor Name

Sensor Type

Description

Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Linear Acceleration
Rotation Vector
Gravity
Game Rotation
Magnetic Field
Orientation

Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Position
Position
Position

The acceleration force including gravity
The rate of rotation
The acceleration force excluding gravity
The orientation of a device
The gravity force on the device
Uncalibrated rotation vector
The ambient magnetic field
The device orientation

(a) Smudge Attacks: An external attacker should not be able to
learn the authentication token based on the screen smudges
and use this knowledge to mimic/impersonate the user [6].
(b) Shoulder-Surfing Attacks: An external attacker who monitors
the user while she is authenticating herself to the system
should not be able to mimic and impersonate the user at a
later point of time.
(c) Automated Attacks: The attacker who steals a user’s authentication template (e.g., by hacking into the device or the server
that stores this template) should not be able to authenticate
itself to the system in an automated manner [32].
(d) Internal Attacks: A malware residing on the authentication
device itself may have the ability to record the user’s valid
authentication token or template and replay it later to authenticate itself on behalf of victim user. Further, it may learn the
authentication token/template by recording multiple valid
authentication tokens and create the template by itself. Such
attackers should not be able to fool the authentication scheme.
Other forms of behavioral biometrics schemes have been
shown to be vulnerable to such internal attacks [28].

3

(a) Snapshot of S-Pattern app

(b) Snapshot of CR-Pattern app

(c) Snapshot of Gametrics app. The target objects on the
left are static, the objects on the right move randomly.
The user has to match the cartoon animals with the real
animal images.

METHODS DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 1: Snapshots of the three apps

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of three behavioral biometric
schemes considered in this study, we designed and implemented
three Android apps.

• CR-Pattern App: This app is similar to our S-Pattern app, except
that the app displays a random pattern each time. A sample of
the random pattern displayed to the user is as shown in Figure
1b. Each of the generated patterns has a length of 5 (the same
length as that of the pattern used in S-Pattern app). The app
generates a random pattern and the user is asked to input the
displayed pattern. If the user failed in repeating the displayed
pattern, the app re-displays the pattern, and the user is instructed
to retry entering the pattern. Once the user enters the pattern
correctly, the app generates a new random pattern. At each data
collection session, the app generates 30 random patterns. As in
S-Pattern app, the app records all the user interaction with the
device measured by touch screen, motion and position sensors.
• Gametrics App: This Android app first displays an instruction
text that provides the details on how to solve the interactive game
challenge. The app then shows a text box where the user enters
her name. Next, the user presses the start button to proceed with
the experiment. The app then displays a semantic interactive
challenge, represented as a simple drag and drop game. Each
challenge consists of 3 target objects and 6 moving objects. In
order to solve a challenge, the user needs to understand the contents of the target and the moving objects/images, the semantic

• S-Pattern App: This is a simple Android app that mimics the
traditional graphical pattern-lock in Android devices. The app
contains instruction text, text box, a start button and a grid of
nine dots (a snapshot of the app is shown in Figure 1a). The
instruction text displays the instruction for the user during the
study. The user provides her name in the text box and hit the
start button to start the app. The user is then instructed to input a
fixed pattern (3-2-5-8-7)1 . Once the user has supplied the pattern,
the app validates its correctness. On correct pattern entry, the
counter gets increased by one, the pattern changes its color to
green and then disappears at the end. On incorrect pattern entry,
the pattern changes its color to red and informs the user that
she has provided the incorrect pattern. During the pattern entry
process, the app records the interaction of the user with the device
that is captured by touch screen sensor as well as motion and
position sensors. The sensors utilized in our study are listed in
Table 1. The data collection session ends when the user correctly
inputs the pattern thirty times.
1 This pattern was selected as it is one of most common patterns used by the users
http://mytrickytricks.blogspot.com/2013/07/commonlockpattern.html
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Table 2: Demographics of participants (N = 20)

relationship between them, and then requires to drag a subset
of the moving objects (answer objects) to their corresponding
target objects. After each drag and drop, the game code checks
the correctness of the user action. If the object was dropped to its
corresponding target, the object disappears informing the user
that she has performed a correct drag and drop, otherwise the
object is moved to a random location. The game ends, when the
user successfully drags all the answer objects to their corresponding targets. At the start of the challenge, the moving objects are
placed at random locations on the screen of the phone and then
each of them starts moving on a random direction picked from
North, East, South, West, North-West, West-East, South-East, and
South-West. The object keeps on moving on that direction till it
collides with another object or the screen border where upon it
picks a new random direction. During the data collection, once
the challenge is solved successfully, a new challenge is presented
to the user. We implemented 6 different semantic interactive challenges and presented 30 challenges to the user in random order
by repeating each of the challenges five times. A snapshot of one
of the semantic interactive challenge is shown in Figure 1c. The
Gametrics app records the user interaction with the device while
solving the challenges as in the previous two apps. It also records
the moving object locations. The design of this app is in line with
the one proposed in [27].

Category

% of participants
Gender
Male
75
Female
25
Age
25-35
95
>35
5
Field
Computer Science 65
Non-CS
35
Education
Bachelors
20
Masters
50
PhD
30
experiment, and that they can refuse to participate in the middle of
the experiment or even request to delete their collected data during
or after the experiment has been conducted.
The participants were subjected to a consent agreement and a
demographics form before the study. At the end of the third session,
participants’ experience in interacting with the three schemes was
recorded using a survey form. The survey contains the 10 System
Usability Scale (SUS) standard questions, each with 5 possible answers (5-point Likert scale, where 1 represents strong disagreement
and 5 represents strong agreement) [8]. SUS is a standard questionnaire that is used to evaluate the usability of software, hardware,
cell phones, and websites, and it has been deployed in many prior
security usability studies.

Although, for each of the schemes, we asked the users to input
the pattern, or solve the challenge 30 times for our analysis purpose,
in the real-world implementation, the user is asked for only once.

4

DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

In our study, twenty participants were recruited by word-of-mouth.
The majority of the participants were students at our University.
75% of the participants were males and 25% were females. The participants were composed of educated individuals. The majority of
the participants aged between 25 and 34 years and came from Computer Science background. Table 2 summarized the demographics
of the participants. The similar number of participants and demographics are well-established in lab-based studies in behavioral
biometrics research [12, 14, 33], which serves to demonstrate the
viability of the schemes.
Each of the participants were asked to perform each of the tasks
ninety times, spanned over three days/sessions. During each session,
the participants were asked to perform each task thirty times. We
set the time gap between two consecutive sessions to be a minimum
of 24 hours. During the study, we did not restrict the participants to
a specific phone holding setting. The participants had the choice to
use either a single hand or two hands. Further, they could perform
the study while sitting or standing. The order of the tasks presented
to different participants was derived using 3 × 3 Latin square to
minimize the learning effect. The Latin square ensures that each
user performed the three tasks in different orders. To avoid any
kind of inconsistency, we used only one smartphone (Samsung
Galaxy S6) throughout the data collection process.
We conducted the experiment following our University’s IRB
guidelines. The study and the experiment was approved by the IRB
at our institution. The participants were clearly informed about the
experiment, such as the data being collected, the purpose of the

5

FEATURE EXTRACTION AND
CLASSIFICATION MODELS

In order to build each of the biometrics considered in this study, we
utilized the machine learning approach. In this section, we present
the features we extracted from the users’ logs collected during our
data collection campaign. Then, we discuss the classification models
and the classifier employed in our study.

5.1

Feature Extraction

S-Pattern: From each of the logs from S-Pattern app, we extracted
a total of 55 features. These features can be characterized in the
following three categories.
• Touch sensor features: Start touch size, end touch size, and
the average touch size (3 features).
• Swipe features: Swipe time (total time taken by the user to
enter the pattern), speed, acceleration (i.e., change in speed/time)
and distance (4 features).
• Motion and position based features: From each of the sensors utilized in our study (i.e., accelerometer, rotation vector,
linear acceleration, orientation, gyroscope, gravity and game
rotation vector), we extracted following 6 statistical features –
mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, number of local
minima, and number of local maxima (48 features = 8 sensors ×
6 statistical features).
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FPR

FNR

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

S-Pattern

RF
MP
J48
SVM
NB
L
RT

0.01 (0.01)
0.04 (0.02)
0.06 (0.03)
0.03 (0.02)
0.05 (0.06)
0.08 (0.03)
0.06 (0.03)

0.04 (0.02)
0.08 (0.04)
0.06 (0.04)
0.10 (0.05)
0.11 (0.06)
0.12 (0.05)
0.09 (0.04)

0.99 (0.01)
0.96 (0.02)
0.94 (0.03)
0.97 (0.02)
0.95 (0.06)
0.92 (0.03)
0.94 (0.03)

0.97 (0.02)
0.92 (0.03)
0.94 (0.04)
0.91 (0.04)
0.89 (0.05)
0.88 (0.05)
0.91 (0.04)

0.98 (0.01)
0.94 (0.02)
0.94 (0.03)
0.94 (0.03)
0.92 (0.05)
0.90 (0.04)
0.93 (0.03)

CR-Pattern

RF
MP
J48
SVM
NB
L
RT

0.01 (0.01)
0.02 (0.02)
0.05 (0.02)
0.03 (0.03)
0.06 (0.07)
0.09 (0.05)
0.07 (0.04)

0.05 (0.02)
0.09 (0.05)
0.06 (0.03)
0.10 (0.06)
0.14 (0.11)
0.15 (0.06)
0.08 (0.03)

0.99 (0.01)
0.97 (0.02)
0.95 (0.02)
0.97 (0.03)
0.94 (0.07)
0.91 (0.05)
0.93 (0.04)

0.96 (0.02)
0.92 (0.04)
0.94 (0.03)
0.90 (0.05)
0.88 (0.08)
0.86 (0.05)
0.92 (0.03)

0.97 (0.01)
0.94 (0.03)
0.95 (0.02)
0.94 (0.04)
0.90 (0.05)
0.88 (0.05)
0.92 (0.03)

Gametrics

Table 3: Performance for 10-fold cross validation of different classifiers for the three schemes.

RF
MP
J48
SVM
NB
L
RT

0.02 (0.02)
0.05 (0.03)
0.06 (0.03)
0.04 (0.03)
0.08 (0.03)
0.07 (0.04)
0.11 (0.03)

0.05 (0.03)
0.10 (0.04)
0.07 (0.03)
0.12 (0.05)
0.16 (0.10)
0.13 (0.06)
0.10 (0.05)

0.98 (0.02)
0.95 (0.03)
0.94 (0.03)
0.96 (0.03)
0.92 (0.03)
0.93 (0.04)
0.89 (0.03)

0.95 (0.03)
0.90 (0.03)
0.93 (0.03)
0.89 (0.04)
0.86 (0.08)
0.88 (0.05)
0.90 (0.05)

0.97 (0.02)
0.93 (0.03)
0.94 (0.02)
0.92 (0.03)
0.89 (0.04)
0.90 (0.04)
0.90 (0.03)

CR-Pattern: Similar to S-Pattern, we extracted the same 55 features from touch, swipe and, motion/position categories. The one
exception was that instead of using the exact distance traveled in
the distance-based features, we used the difference between the
distance traveled and the minimum distance required to enter the
pattern.

found different users take different approaches to solve the challenges. For example, some users start by trying to comprehend
the whole challenge and then start the object matching task while
some try to find the answer objects corresponding to the target in
certain order (i.e., always try to search for the answer object that
corresponds to the top most target, and then the second and so on).
Others try to pick the object closest to the finger and then check if
it matches with any of the targets.
These different mechanisms of solving the semantic challenges
are related to the cognitive characteristics of individuals. We capture these characteristics based on the following 6 features (these
features are similar the ones used in [27]).

Gametrics: From each of the logs for Gametrics, we extracted a
total of 78 features that capture the cognitive abilities of the user
while she is solving the challenges as well as the features extracted
from the touch, motion and position sensors.
In the previous two methods, the user has to perform a single,
relatively long swipe. However, in Gametrics, the user has to perform a minimum of three relatively short swipes (drags and drops).
From the touch sensor data, we extracted 12 features – average,
standard deviation, minimum and maximum of start touch size, end
touch size and average touch size. Moreover, for the swipe features,
rather than extracting a single feature from each of the speed, the
acceleration, and the distance, we extracted the statistical features
corresponding to each of the average, standard deviation, minimum
and maximum (12 features). As in the previous two tasks, we extracted the same statistical features from the motion and position
sensors.
As described in Section 3, in order to solve a semantic interactive
challenge, the user has to match the answer objects to their corresponding targets. In order to do that, the user has to understand
the content of the images representing the targets and the moving
objects, find the relationship between the moving objects and the
target objects, and then select a subset of the moving objects (the
answer objects), and finally drag/drop them to their corresponding
targets. By monitoring the users as they solved the challenges, we

(1) The time between the user pressing the start button and the first
recorded touch event. This timing measure captures the time
the user takes to comprehend the challenge and start solving it.
(2) The average, standard deviation, minimum and maximum of
the times between each of the drops and the start of the next
drag. These features capture the time the user takes to find the
next answer object.
(3) The total time taken by the user to complete the challenge.

5.2

Classification Metrics & Classifier

Classification Metrics: In our classification task, the positive class
corresponds to the legitimate user interaction with the authentication construct and the negative class corresponds to the impersonator (other user or the zero-effort attacker). Therefore, true positives
(TP) represent the number of times the legitimate user is granted
access, true negatives (TN) represents the number of times the impersonator is rejected, false positives (FP) represent the number of
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We divided the collected data into 60 sets based on the users’ identities (ids) and the scheme. In order to build a classifier to authenticate
a user, we defined two classes. The first class contains the features
data from a given user and a given scheme, and the other class
contains randomly selected features data from other 19 users of
the same scheme. Then, we divided the data into two sets, one for
training and the other for testing. The first 18 instances of each
user and 18 instances of the randomly selected set are used to train
the classifier, while the remaining 12 are used for testing.
The results of intra-session analysis are shown in the first part of
Table 4. Without utilizing the sensors features, we find that the three
scheme provide similar classification results. The F-measure came
out to be 0.89, 0.86 and 0.83 for S-Pattern, CR-Pattern and Gametrics,
respectively. Comparing the F-measures of the three tested schemes
using Friedman test, we did not find statistical significance (F(20, 2)
= 6.7, p = 0.13)2 .
The second row of the first part in Table 4 show that including the
sensors features improves the classification accuracy (F-measure =
1 for all three schemes). We employed the Wilcoxon Signed-Ranked
Test (WSRT) with Bonferroni correction to analyze the statistical
significance of the F-measure of each of the schemes with and
without the sensors features. We found statistical significant difference for all the three schemes with and without sensors features
(p < 0.01).
The three sensors that has been used most by our feature selection algorithm are Orientation, Linear Acceleration and Rotation
Vector sensors.

times the impersonator is granted access and false negatives (FN)
represent the number of times the legitimate user is rejected.
As performance measures for our classification models, we used
False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR), precision, recall
and F-measure (F1 score), as shown in Equations 1-5. Precision and
FPR measure the security of the proposed system, i.e., the accuracy
of the system in rejecting impersonators. Recall and FNR capture
the usability of the proposed system as low recall leads to high
rejection rate of legitimate users. F-measure considers both the
usability and the security of the system. To make the system both
usable and secure, ideally, we would like to have a recall, precision,
and F-measure to be as close as 1.
F PR =

FP
T N + FP

(1)

FNR =

FN
TP + FN

(2)

precision =
recall =
F -measure = 2 ∗

TP
TP + FP

(3)

TP
TP + FN

(4)

precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(5)

Classifier: With the data samples collected in our study, we tested
different machine learning algorithms – J48, Random Forest (RF),
Random Tree (RT), Multilayer Perceptron (MP), Support Vector
Machines (SVM), Logistics (L), and Naive Bayes (NB). We applied
10-fold cross-validation approach to test all these machine learning
algorithms. Table 3 summarizes the classification results for the
three studied schemes. We achieved the best results with Random
Forest classifiers (F-Measure = 98% for S-Pattern, and 97% for CRPattern and Gametrics). Therefore, in our analysis, we utilized the
Random Forest classifier.
Random Forest is an ensemble learning approach that constructs
many classification trees during the learning phase where each tree
is generated using a separate bootstrap sample of the data. In the
testing/classifying phase, the new data is run down all the trees
and the output is the mode of the votings from each individual
tree. Random Forest is robust against noise, efficient, can estimate
the importance of the features and have shown to give promising
results in similar tasks [24, 27].
To avoid the overfitting and improve the classification performance and results, we performed exhaustive search to find the
subset of features that results in the best F-measure for each of the
classification tasks.

6

6.2

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the classification results of our study.

6.1

Inter-Session Analysis

The purpose of the inter-session analysis is to analyze the effectiveness of the studied schemes over multiple sessions/days. For
the data instances we collected in day 2 and day 3, we trained the
classifier with the data instance collected in the previous day(s) and
tested with the data of that day.
The results are shown in the second and the third parts of the
Table 4. The results came inline with the results obtained in intrasession analysis. The three schemes have similar classification accuracies. Also, the results show that utilizing the sensors features
improves the accuracy for all the three studies schemes. We find
that the performance of the classifier degrades slightly compared
to the intra-session analysis, which is as expected.
Comparing the F-measures of the three schemes without sensors features using Friedman test, we did not find any statistical
significant difference. Also, we did not find statistical significant
difference between the F-measures of the three schemes when the
sensor features were included.
Furthermore, for each of the tested schemes, both in day 2 and in
day 3, we compared the F-measure of the classifier that utilize the
sensors features with its correspondent without using the sensors
features using Wilcoxon Signed-Ranked Test (WSRT) with Bonferroni correction. For all of the tested pairs, we found statistical
difference (p < 0.01 for all the tested pairs).
Summary of Results The results obtained in this section show
that utilizing the sensors features improves the accuracy in identifying the users and rejecting the zero-effort attacker for all the

Intra-Session Analysis

As mentioned in Section 4, we collected data from 20 volunteers. In
the first day of our data collection experiment, each of the volunteers completed 30 challenges of each of the three studied schemes.

2 All
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statistical results reported in this paper are at the 95% confidence level

Table 4: Performance of the classifier for three different schemes. The first part shows the performance of the classifier in
intra-session. Part two and three show the performance for inter-session

Excluding
Sensors
Intra-Session
Including
Sensors

Inter-Session
Day 2

Inter-Session
and Day 3

Excluding
Sensors
Including
Sensors
Execluding
Sensors
Including
Sensors

FPR

FNR

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics
S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics

0.15
0.20
0.27
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.08
0.10
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.87
0.83
0.78
0.99
1.00
1.00

0.92
0.90
0.90
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.89
0.86
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00

S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics
S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics

0.20
0.27
0.31
0.06
0.11
0.12

0.23
0.19
0.15
0.09
0.06
0.06

0.81
0.75
0.73
0.95
0.90
0.89

0.77
0.81
0.85
0.91
0.94
0.94

0.78
0.77
0.79
0.93
0.92
0.91

S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics
S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics

0.22
0.27
0.24
0.07
0.11
0.07

0.16
0.19
0.13
0.07
0.06
0.07

0.80
0.75
0.79
0.93
0.90
0.93

0.84
0.81
0.87
0.93
0.94
0.93

0.82
0.77
0.83
0.93
0.92
0.93

three biometric schemes. The results also show that three schemes
have similar classification accuracy. The precision and recall are
up to 1 when we include the sensor data in the analysis in the
intra-sessions study and above 0.89 for all schemes in the intersessions study. Similar results have been reported for other (static)
behavioral biometric schemes in the literature [3].

7

than its correspondent in S-Pattern because in CR-Pattern, we also
considered the time needed to display the random pattern to the
user along with the time taken by the user to complete the task.
Further, since the pattern in CR-Pattern is different each time, the
users took a longer time to input the pattern. Comparing the average time taken by the participants to solve the challenges using
Friedman Test, we found statistical significant difference (F(1800,
2) = 2745.79, p < 0.001). Further, comparing the solving time with
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, we found statistical significant difference between all the three pairs (p < 0.001).

USER EXPERIENCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the time taken by the participants to
solve the challenges of each of the studied tasks. Further, we analyze
the user’s experience towards each of the studied tasks using the
standard usability rating questionnaire, i.e. SUS rating.

Table 6: Mean (standard deviation) SUS Score of the three
studied biometrics

Table 5: The average (standard deviation) time taken by
the participants to solve a challenge of each of the three
schemes.

SUS Score
Mean (Std.)
S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics

Time
Mean (Std.)
S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics

0.99 (± 0.32)
6.53 (±2.00)
8.22 (±4.61)

82.63 (±12.29)
80.50 (±12.05)
77.88 (±12.20)

SUS Score: We next evaluate the data collected during the poststudy phase from the participants. The SUS scores of the three
studied schemes are summarized in Table 6. The mean SUS score
came out to be the highest for S-Pattern, and slightly lower for
CR-Pattern and Gametrics.
Although, the mean SUS scores of CR-Pattern and Gametrics are
slightly lower compared to that of S-Pattern, Friedman Test did not
find any statistical differences on the mean of SUS scores among

Solving Time: The time that users took to perform each of the
tasks is summarized in Table 5. The users took on average around 1
second to complete a challenge of S-Pattern. The time to solve the
task increased to 6.5 and 8.2 seconds on average for CR-Pattern and
Gametrics, respectively. Note that the time for CR-Pattern is longer
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for Gametrics. When sensors features were used, the attack success rate decreased significantly to 0.12 for S-Pattern, and 0.00 for
CR-Pattern and Gametrics. Although these results are based on the
impersonation attack against only two users, similar results will
also apply for other users. This suggests that the three scheme offer
high level of resilience against shoulder-surfing attacks, especially
when the sensors features are used.

these three behavioral biometrics. Given that the system with SUS
score greater than 68 is considered above the average [30], our
results from SUS show that the three schemes are equally usable.

8

SECURITY ANALYSIS

Previously, in Section 6, we demonstrated that the proposed authentication schemes are robust against zero-effort attacks reflected
in the high precision. In this section, we analyze and compare the
security of the proposed schemes against active impersonation
attacks.

8.1

8.3

In the rest of our analysis, as a generalization of a robot and a
malware program, we consider the most powerful attack among
them because if a scheme is secure against the most powerful attack,
it will also be secure against a relatively less powerful attack. The
most powerful attack that we consider in our study is an attack
that has the ability to record the touch events as well as other
sensors values when the user interacts with the authentication
construct. Further, we assume that the attacker has the ability to
inject the touch events as well as the motion-position sensors events
at will. Such attack has been explored and implemented in [28],
where the attack takes a form of malicious code, called SMASheD,
that is accidentally installed on the device using ADB (Android
Debugging Bridge) and is therefore granted several permissions
including reading from and writing to the sensors files.
Although SMASheD attack is extremely powerful and its threat
model is very strong, such an attack can be assumed to be a generalization of other types of attacks, including a human impersonator
(a human that can be trained to identically mimic another user), or a
robot such as the one proposed in [32] with no physical constrains
that can be programmed to interact with the mobile device in any
way it likes.
Recording user interactions with the device is also not straightforward except for the case of the SMASheD attack. However, multiple other approaches have been explored including: recording the
user interaction with a malware that looks like a normal authentication construct (i.e., using social engineering tricks), approximately
learning the user interaction with the device by manually watching
the user [31, 36], recording the user interaction using (surveillance)
camera [4], or hacking the server database to learn the stored authentication token.
Next, we analyze and compare the security of the three proposed
behavioral biometrics schemes against the above-defined attack.

Smudge Attacks

The first attack that we aimed to prevent in our threat model is
the smudge attack. The studied three schemes provide the security against such type of attacks by utilizing the features based
on motion-position and touch sensors This is because even if the
attacker is able to trace the pattern, he will not get enough information about the behavioral gesture, specifically how to hold the
phone and swipe, while entering the pattern or solving the semantic
challenges. Further, smudge attack relies on the reconstruction of
a secret (i.e., the visual pattern in our case). Since CR-Pattern and
Gametrics do not contain any secrets, these schemes, by design, are
able to prevent the smudge attack.

8.2

Shoulder-Surfing Attacks

The second attack that we aimed to prevent in our threat model
is the shoulder-surfing (or impersonation attack). We analyze the
security of the three schemes against deliberate impersonation
attacks. During our data collection, one of the researchers played the
role of an attacker (representing a relatively well-trained attacker).
He monitored the participants while they were performing the tasks
through a video recording. For the impersonation attack analysis,
the attacker picked two of the participants at random from the
pool, and tried to mimic those chosen participants by solving the
challenges in a similar way as the participants did for each of the
scheme. The impostor made 30 attempts to impersonate each of the
chosen users. Both of the chosen participants were right handed,
and preferred to perform the tasks while sitting on a chair similar
to the attacker.
Table 7: Results of Shoulder-Surfing Attacks

Security of S-Pattern: If the attacker is able to record the user’s
valid interaction with the authentication construct underlying the
S-Pattern scheme, it can theoretically fool the authentication system simply by replaying the recorded values (given the ability we
explained above as part of the attack). However, for a real-world
attacker (e.g., a robot with physical constraints or a human impersonator), such an attack is not straight forward as the attacker
needs to mimic the user interaction with the device measured by
the touch screen sensor and the motion-position sensors on the
device.

Average FPR
Excluding Including
Sensors
Sensors
S-Pattern
CR-Pattern
Gametrics

0.35
0.35
0.22

Automated Attacks & Internal Attacks

0.12
0
0

Table 7 shows the performance of impersonation attack in terms
of false positive/acceptance rate. The results show that the attack
success rate decreases significantly when including the features
from various sensors under consideration. On average, when sensors features were not included, the success rate of the impersonation attack was 0.35 for both S-Pattern and CR-Pattern, and 0.22

Security of CR-Pattern: CR-Pattern is harder to attack compared
to S-Pattern as the randomization/interactivity in CR-Pattern adds
an extra burden on the attacker. Simply recording and replaying
the user interactions do not allow the attacker to bypass the security provided by this scheme. To attack the CR-Pattern scheme, the
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seconds for Gametrics), and can fit well for many application scenarios. S-Pattern seems more viable for the purpose of phone locking
(point-of-entry authentication) while the other two methods seem
amenable for the purpose of app authentication (such as banking
apps or locking photos for users who are concerned about their
photo privacy) or web-site authentication.
Gametrics may be incorporated with graphical passwords [7, 35],
such as those involving Random Arts images [29], objects (PassObjects) [41] and faces (PassFaces) [5], as well as on recall or cued
recall, such as those involving drawings [16, 21] and selection of
points on an image (PassPoints) [40], as a second factor authentication to improve the security of the graphical passwords from
spoofing attacks. Gametrics may also be used as a method for fallback authentication. Typically, fall-back authentication does not
require fast authentication time as it is not used often by the users.
However, in order to build an up-to-date classification model for
the user to fall-back, the system may need to ask the user to solve
challenges periodically. As an additional use case, the three studied
schemes can be used to confirm that the user is the one she claims
to be in cases, for example, when the continuous authentication
schemes cannot recognize the user with high probability. Further
investigation is needed to realize such use cases of the studied
schemes. In our future work, we will study different variant of
interactive user authentication with the aim to reduce the time
required during the authentication process. We will also study how
the performance of the biometrics changes with the change in the
device used.
The proposed biometrics would suffer, like any behavioral biometrics, from degradation in classification accuracy in case of user’s
behavioral changes, such as emotional changes [17] or sickness.
We plan to study the effect of such behavioral changes in our future work. Moreover, we will study the effect of walking, driving,
and other motion scenarios on the authentication accuracy. The
results of our study are promising, however, more work is needed
to reduce the authentication time, test the proposed schemes on
larger/varying pool of users, and compare the three schemes in
terms of user perception and acceptability.

attacker needs to understand the pattern it needs to re-enter, then
try to mimic the user. However, mimicking, in this case, is harder
as replaying previously recorded values will not work because the
pattern shown at a given time is typically different from the one previously shown and recorded. The attacker can try to learn the user’s
way of interaction with the scheme by recording multiple sessions
and then trying to input the new pattern mimicking the user utilizing the learned knowledge. This suggests that CR-Pattern is much
more robust to impersonation attacks compared to S-Pattern, which
is the inherent benefit of using challenge-response authentication
in CR-Pattern.
Security of Gametrics: In order to solve a Gametrics challenge,
the attacker needs to understand the content of the images, find
the relationships between the target and moving objects, and then
drag and drop the answer objects to their corresponding target.
To be able to bypass this scheme, the attacker needs to mimic the
user interactions with the challenges measured by the touchscreen,
motion and position sensors. Moreover, the attacker needs to match
the timing of solving the challenge with the legitimate user (i.e.,
match the cognitive features).
We argue that attacking such biometrics with a human attack is
challenging as the attacker needs to match about 70 features used in
our classification models. Automated attacks against Gametrics are
considerably hard. This is because solving the challenge involves
solving two hard AI problems: (1) understanding the contents of
the images, and (2) finding the semantic relationships. Such type of
challenges is considered hard for automated algorithms to solve and,
in fact, this scheme has been suggested to be used as CAPTCHAs
[26], a method to determine if the user is a human or a bot.
In summary, interactivity and randomization in Gametrics allow us to extract more features that can help in identifying the
user. Moreover, they make attacking such challenges harder as the
requirement of mimicking many features including the cognitive
features.

9

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we studied three different schemes for authenticating
the user on mobile devices based on behavioral biometrics. The
three schemes differ each other in terms of their usability and security. Since S-Pattern involves a short authentication time, it has
relatively high usability but is vulnerable to various types of impersonation attacks. CR-Pattern and Gametrics have similar completion
time, both of them have better security compared to S-Pattern. We
argued that the randomization in CR-Pattern and Gametrics makes
the attack harder against them, more harder in the case of Gametrics due to cognitive behavioral properties.
Our study shows that utilizing the sensors in three studied
schemes improves the accuracy of identifying the user. Moreover,
utilizing additional features makes the attack harder as the attacker
needs to mimic all the features to be authenticated.
The most common and traditional mechanism for authentication
in mobile phones is password. Previous work has shown that the
average time taken by the users to enter a password on a mobile
device is up to 21 seconds [25]. Unlike the password, the proposed
schemes require relatively short time to solve the challenges (about
1 second for S-Pattern, and around 6.5 seconds for CR-Pattern and 8

10

RELATED WORK

The most studied approaches for behavioral biometrics on smarphones are based on touchstroke footprints and implicit behavioral
gestures. Only few researches (e.g., [2, 13]) studied user authentication based on user’s cognitive abilities. Al Galib et al. [2] studied the
ability of authenticating the users based on their cognitive process
captured by visual search, working memory and priming effect on
automatic processing. The game they utilized to capture the users’
cognitive abilities provides a challenge-response task. In each instance of the challenge-response, the user is given a challenge,
which is an object. The user’s task is to drag the challenge object
onto the matching object inside the search set. After a valid drop,
the user then receives a gold coin as a reward and deposits it in a
bank. On a correct deposit, the user is challenged with a new object
and the game continues as before. From the interaction with the
challenges, the authors extracted several features that capture the
cognitive abilities of the users, however, they did not look into the
mouse dynamics biometrics of the users. Chen et al. [13] proposed a
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method to solve account hijacking and share problems in an online
gaming environment. They propose identifying the user based on
her gameplay activities. They show that the idle time distribution is
a representative feature of game players. They propose the relative
entropy test RET scheme, which is based on the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between idle time (i.e., the idle periods between successive moves of a player-controlled character) distributions, for
user identification. Their evaluation shows that the RET scheme
achieves higher than 90% accuracy with a 20-minute detection time
given a 200-minute history size.
Many behavioral biometric based authentication mechanisms
on mobile devices have been proposed. Conti et al. [14] proposed
a system that transparently authenticates the user by analyzing
her hand movement gesture while she is making or answering a
phone call. It uses accelerometer and orientation sensor to detect
the proposed gesture. The system uses the dynamic time warping
distance (DTW-D) algorithm to verify if the authorized user is
making or answering the phone call. Buriro et al. [9] introduced
similar authentication system, AnswerAuth, based on the way the
user slides the lock button on the screen to unlock the phone and
the implicit gesture of bringing the phone towards the ear. It utilizes
multiple built-in sensors, such as accelerometer, gyroscope, gravity,
magnetometer, and touchscreen, to capture the said gestures, and
employs machine learning algorithms to detect the sliding and
phone-lifting actions.
Buriro et al. [10] have also proposed another bimodal authentication system, DialerAuth, for smartphone based on the user touchstroke pattern and generated phone movements. The proposed
system requires the user to tap/enter a random non-secret 10-digit
number. It utilizes tap-timing to capture touchstroke pattern while
entering the 10-digit number and uses accelerometer and gyroscope
sensors to capture the device micro-movements. Similarly, Akhtar
et al. [1] introduced multimodal user identification system. Unlike
DialerAuth, the proposed system employs user’s facial features in
addition to phone-movements and touchstrokes patterns to transparently authenticate the user. Similar to DialerAuth, it requires the
user to enter a random 8-digit number. It employs device’s camera
to capture facial features, accelerometer, gravity, and magnetometer
sensors to record device movements and touch sensors for touchstroke pattern. Van Nguyen et al. [39] proposed Draw-A-Pin, a user
authentication system for touch-enabled devices based on PIN and
PIN drawing characteristics. In this scheme, user is asked to draw
his PIN on the touch screen of the device instead of typing it on
a keypad. It employs touch sensors to capture the PIN drawing
characteristics.
Further, Buriro et al. [11] have proposed a user authentication
scheme on smartphone after the user has unlocked the phone.
The proposed scheme is based on the profile of the user’s hand
micro-movement while the user is using his phone after it has
been unlocked. It leverages built-in sensors, such as accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer, and orientation, to capture the micromovement of the user’s hands. It compares the captured hand movements profile with the stored template utilizing machine learning
algorithms to authenticate the user.
Gascon et al. [19] and Lee et al. [22] presented an approach to
continuously authenticate users on smartphones by analyzing their
typing motion behavior. Both approaches utilizes built-in motion

and position sensors (e.g., accelerometer and gyroscope) to capture
behavioral biometrics so as to authenticate the user. Lee et al. also
utilizes auxiliary motion information from a wearable wrist-device
(e.g., smartwatch) on their authentication system.

11

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied two challenge-response methods for behavioral biometric authentication on mobile devices and compared
them with an existing static graphical pattern biometric scheme.
For each of the studied schemes, we show that utilizing the motion
sensors improves the accuracy of detecting the user and security
against impersonation attack. Moreover, we argued that utilizing
challenge-response schemes improves the security of the authentication, although with an increase in the time taken to authenticate
the user (but still less than 10 seconds). Our study shows that gamebased biometric scheme has a similar accuracy and completion time
as the challenge-response pattern biometric scheme, but it has a
higher level of security. Our results suggest that each of the three
schemes may be used in different applications depending upon the
desired level of security and usability.
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